
We guess your style





In the beginning of the 70’s of last century, the eldest of 6 brothers of the Merhi 
family came to Spain looking for ceramic tiles for the middle east markets 
that could compete with the italian products on Quality and Price, he found 
his requirements in few factories and started a succesful buisness exporting 
Large quantities of tiles to the Middle East and north Africa during that and 
the following decade.

In the beginning of the 80’s another 3 brothers joined the business 
and expanded exports to other parts of the World to enjoy a very succesful 
relationship with all the supplying factories and customers.

One of the brothers, Roberto, concentrated his efforts on the UK market 
to through a sister Company (Romecer) to become the leading exporter to 
this Market in the 80’s and 90’s and still there today as a reference in the 
tile Industry.

On his way, Roberto founded a state of the art Factory (Omecer) in 
1995 in the heart of the ceramic tile sector Manufacturing White body Wall 
tiles which was not very common and only very pretigious factories made 
these in those days, he then founded Magna Ceramica In 1997 and then with 
some partners founded Onix Mosaico in 1999 to become Europe’s leading 
glass mosaic factory, during that year as well founded with his Brother 
Valentina Ceramicas , one of most elitist tile companies in that time.



Magna Ceramica nowadays is a reference in the Uk and other Markets 
supplying all sorts of Ceramic and porcelain Multiformats tiles for multiple 
projects worldwide and fitting them in many of those. In the last 2 years 
we Supplied and fit more than 46 thousand meters of ventilated facades 
in different countries with full satisfaction of all our customers.

One of our specialities is hotel fit and supply projects and we have 
become a sourse of supply of many architects As we follow up technically and 
physically any projects we get involved in , even if we only supply the tiles.

Almost 5 decades later , we are still here to help.

Coincedance? Probably not!

Thanks very much for trusting us. Look forward to having you as a 
customer if your are not one already.

Yours faithfully. 

Roberto Merhi



Apartment Building - Guinea



Logistic and Apartment Building -Conakry



0ffices Building - Guinea



Millenium Hotel - Algeria



Basra Hotel - Iraq



Golden Tulip Hotel - Skikda



My Home Hotel - Winterthur Switzerland



Villas - Moraira



Apartments - Spain



Organ Hotel - Algeria



Avda. Casalduch, 55.  
Castellón. España.

+34 964 252 250
info@magnaceramica.es


